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April 19, 2011:1712–6demonstrate the relationship between clinical outcome and proce-
dures (quartiles of increased hospital annual ICD implantation
volume) has been used as a statistical approach.
However, the choice of such an analysis may have provided
biased results. Clustering of patient populations and hospital
characteristics at individual hospitals influences regression analysis
in ways that must be accounted for (2). In other words, when
dealing with data from different institutions, patients in the same
hospital are more likely to experience similar outcomes than
patients treated in another hospital with the same volume because
of differences in technique, skill, or supportive care, operators that
statistically translate in observations within a center are correlated
and those in different centers are independent. Therefore, during
the analysis, it is necessary to account for clustering of outcomes
that occur within a hospital.
A multilevel modeling (mixed-model) analysis applied to the
logistic regression, 2-level in the present study, represents the
proper choice; in this context, the hospital would be treated as a
random effect, allowing for the differential influence of hospitals so
that a variable (e.g., procedure volume) has an outcome at any
given hospital.
Another issue of concern is the investigation of the relationship
between volume of ICDs implanted and outcome. The authors
investigated this using quartiles of ICD volumes. However, such
an approach may produce several common mistakes (3). First, the
use of quartiles may lose the greater explanatory power of treating
volume as continuous outcome, affecting the results of regression
(4). Second, the choice of this categorization leads to arbitrary
classifications; conversely, treating volume as continuous outcome
or using precise estimates derived from receiver-operating charac-
teristic curves may prevent the statistical confusion provided by
quartiles related to volume categories of varying sizes.
In conclusion, we believe that the statistical approach used in
this study may have produced seriously flawed results due to the
oversimplified view of the relationship between procedure volume
and outcome.
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Reply
We thank Dr. Navarese and colleagues for their interest in our
paper (1). We completely agree that patient clustering by hospital
should be accounted for in hierarchical logistic regression analysis.
Our model did include a level for clustering by hospital, but we did
not state so clearly in the Methods section. We appreciate the
opportunity to clarify that the methods used in our study were
appropriate.
Dr. Navarese and colleagues suggest that our analysis would
have been better if we had analyzed hospital implantable
converter-defibrillator (ICD) volume as a continuous variable
rather than as quartiles. We agree that use of a continuous variable
can be more sensitive in the case of a linear relationship, but point
out that analysis of quartiles better accommodates the possibility of
a nonlinear relationship without complex or arbitrary division of
the data. Furthermore, the analysis of quartiles provides results
that are far simpler to interpret than the approaches suggested by
Dr. Navarese and colleagues. Because we found an essentially
linear inverse relationship between annual ICD implantation
volume and complications (Fig. 1), it is likely that this relationship
would only have been more statistically significant if we had
performed the analysis using hospital volume as a continuous
variable.
We believe that the statistical methods used for our analysis
were sound and support our conclusion that patients who have an
ICD implanted at a high-volume hospital are less likely to have an
adverse event associated with the procedure than patients who have
an ICD implanted at a low-volume hospital.
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